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Abstract. The rise of interest in declarative languages for process mod-
eling both justifies and demands empirical investigations into their pre-
sumed advantages over more traditional, imperative alternatives. Our
concern in this paper is with the ease of maintaining business process
models, for example due to changing performance or conformance de-
mands. We aim to contribute to a rigorous, theoretical discussion of this
topic by drawing a link to well-established research on maintainability
of information artifacts.
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1 Introduction

The ongoing release of new modeling languages is an important challenge for
process modeling. How should we weigh the claims in favor of new languages
that relate to “ease of use”? In [1] a new process modeling language is proposed
that is claimed to be “easily human-readable”. UML Activity Diagrams, EPCs,
IDEF3, and YAWL, in contrast, are considered in that work to be too difficult to
apply for capturing real-life processes, leading to models that would be difficult
to interpret. Our intent is not to repudiate such claims, nor to dispute the need
for new process modeling languages. Rather, our point is that quality issues
cannot be addressed by formal research alone. We are in need of theories –
either by finding or establishing them – that explain how people interact with
information artifacts like process models. Furthermore, an empirical research
agenda is required to put the explanatory powers of such theories to the test.

In this paper, we zoom in on the spectrum of imperative1 versus declarative pro-
cess modeling languages. This distinction is arguably one of the most prominent
1 Computer scientists prefer the term “procedural”; the term “imperative” is popular

in other communities [2]. In this paper, we will be using the terms as synonyms.
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in the development of new modeling languages. For example, with respect to the
recent development of ConDec (first published as “DecSerFlow”), a declarative
process modeling language, it is claimed that “many problems described in litera-
ture (e.g., the dynamic change bug and other problems for procedural languages)
can be avoided, thus making change easy” [3].

In an earlier paper [4], we focused on the understandability of a process model
as an important point of comparison between languages. The motivation for
the current paper is an insight that we encountered from cognitive research
into programming languages: design is redesign [5]. It turns out that software
programs are created iteratively, i.e., any attempted solution to any goal may be
subject to later change [6]. Like software programs, business processes are subject
to change too (e.g., to address the need for process optimization, organizational
engineering, compliance issues and market dynamics) [8]. So, the constant need
for process evolution makes maintainability another important quality factor,
just as it is in comparing programming languages. Both understandability issues,
which we discussed in [4], and modifiability of process models are important
factors influencing the ease of maintaining a process model along evolving needs.

Against this background, our paper aims to propose how different process
modeling languages affect the maintainability of the models that are created with
these. Its contribution is a set of theoretically grounded propositions about the
differences between imperative and declarative process modeling languages with
respect to modification issues. As such, this paper is an essential stepping stone
to an empirical evaluation of these languages, which is planned by the authors
as future research. It should be noted that the focus of this paper is on build-
time modifications of process models and does not consider run-time aspects
of changes (e.g., ad-hoc changes or instance propagation [9,10]). Moreover, the
paper deals with the question to what extent a particular language embraces
changes and fosters maintainability, whereas the effect that the used environment
has on ease of change is not considered.

To argue and support the proposed hypotheses, this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 provides a theoretical background for our work. Section 3
characterizes the notational spectrum of process modeling languages. Section 4
derives propositions on when a process modeling language could be superior to
another one, based on the cognitive dimensions framework. Finally, Section 5
describes the empirical research agenda for validating the propositions.

2 Background

To the best of our knowledge, no explicit explorations have taken place of dif-
ferences in the modifiability of process models as linked to the language that
was used to create them. Limited research has looked into the impact on un-
derstandability [11], and found a slightly better performance of models created
with EPCs than with a Petri net variant.

In lack of a theoretical basis or earlier relevant results for the process modeling
domain, we turn our attention to the field of software engineering. Various au-
thors have noted the similarities between process models and software programs
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[12,13]. For example, a software program is usually partitioned into modules or
functions, which take in a group of inputs and provide some output. Similar
to this compositional structure, a business process model consists of activities,
each of which may contain smaller steps (operations) that may update the val-
ues of data objects. Furthermore, just like the interactions between modules and
functions in a software program are precisely specified using various language
constructs, the order of activity execution in a process model is defined using
logic operators. For software programs and business process models alike, human
agents are concerned with properly capturing and updating their logic content.
This stresses the importance of sense-making for both types of artifacts, both
during the construction process and while modifying artifacts at later stages.

In the past, heated debates have taken place about the superiority of one
programming language over the other, e.g. with respect to expressiveness [14] or
effectiveness [15]. During the 1970s and 1980s, alternative views were proposed
on how programmers make sense of code as to provide a theoretical explanation
of the impact of programming languages on this process. In [4], we summarized
this debate and the opposing views that were brought forward.

An important outcome of this debate, and one that has been postulated and
empirically validated in [16,17,5], is that different tasks that involve sense-making
of software code are supported differently by the same programming language.
For example, the overall impact of a modification of a single declaration may be
difficult to understand in a PASCAL program, but it is relatively easy to develop
a mental picture of the control-flow for the same program. The implication of this
view is that a programming language may provide superior support with respect
to one comprehension task, while it may be outperformed by other languages
with respect to a different task.

The latter view has been the basis for the “mental operations theory” [5],
which in essence states that a notation that requires fewer mental operations
from a person for any task is the better performing one. In other words, a
“matched pair” between the notational characteristics and a task gives the best
performance. This view has evolved and matured over the years towards the
“cognitive dimensions framework” (CDF)[6,7], which contains many different
characteristics to distinguish notations from each other. This framework has
been highly influential in language usability studies [18]. The CDF extends the
main postulate of the mental operations theory towards a broad evaluation tool
for a wide variety of notations, e.g. spreadsheets, style sheets, diagrams, etc. As
such, and in absence of other competing, domain-specific theories, it appears the
best available candidate for our purposes. As far as we know, no other work in
the process modeling domains has built on the CDF, with the exception of [19].

The relevance of the CDF is particularly evident when in [20] Green and Black-
well elaborate on the relation between activity types and cognitive dimensions.
Figure 1 shows that several cognitive dimensions are fostering modifications (e.g.,
role expressiveness or abstraction hunger), while others are hindering them (e.g.,
viscosity, hidden dependencies, premature commitment).
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transcription incrementation modification exploration

viscosity acceptable acceptable harmful harmful

role-
expressiveness

desirable desirable essential essential

hidden
dependencies

acceptable acceptable harmful acceptable for
small tasks

premature
commitment

harmful harmful harmful harmful

abstraction barrier harmful harmful harmful harmful

abstraction hunger useful useful (?) useful harmful

secondary notation useful (?) – v. useful ?

visibility /
juxtaposability

not vital not vital important important

Table 2 Suggested relationship between activities types and cognitive dimensions
(from Green and Blackwell, 1998)

Fig. 1. Relationships between activity types and cognitive dimensons

Adapting a software program to evolving needs involves both sense-making
tasks (i.e., to determine which changes have to be made) and action tasks (i.e.,
to apply the respective changes to the program). An important result that has
been established in the development of the CDF regarding the sense-making of
information artifacts relates to the difference between the tasks of looking for
sequential and circumstantial information in a program. While sequential infor-
mation explains how input conditions lead to a certain outcome, circumstan-
tial information relates to the overall conditions that produced that outcome.
Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis that procedural programming lan-
guages display sequential information in a readily-used form, while declarative
languages display circumstantial information in a readily-used form [16,5]. The
reverse is also true: Just as procedural languages tend to obscure circumstantial
information, so do declarative languages obscure sequential information.

When considering “modifiability” of a software program (or an information
artifact in general) several competing factors have to be considered. Most no-
tably is the cognitive dimension of “viscosity”: A “low” viscosity for a particular
language means that a change can more easily be achieved with that language.
Green [6] distinguishes between repetitive viscosity (i.e. referring to the “resis-
tance of change”) and knock-on viscosity (i.e. to what extent once having made
a change entails further actions to restore consistency). Sidiqqi et al. [21] ex-
tend the work of Green [6] comparing the viscosity of procedural and declarative
programming languages. Both the results of Green and Siddiqi et al. point at
a relatively low repetitive viscosity for BASIC compared to PROLOG in the
domain of programming languages. In turn, the results for knock-on viscosity
are inverse (i.e., PROLOG has a lower knock-on viscosity compared to BASIC).
These results point to the fact that “resistance to change” involves a variety of
competing factors. The role of tool support that is available to someone manip-
ulating an information artifact must not be underestimated.

While viscosity is affected by both the entity being manipulated (notation)
and the tools that enable the manipulation (environment) [21], other dimensions
in the CDF, like “premature commitment”, rather relate to the environment that
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is imposing restrictions on the ordering in which things can be inserted. Green
[6] states that ”No problems can arise in an environment where the statements
may be inserted in any convenient order - paper and pencil, for instance.”. This
is highly relevant for any experimental design to test our hypotheses.

The implications for the formulation of our hypotheses are as follows:

(a) we will adopt a relativist starting point, characteristic for the CDF, with
respect to the superiority of any process modeling language,

(b) we will consider both understandability and modifiability of process models
as important sub-characteristics for maintainability,

(c) we will consider modifications within the sequential and circumstantial spec-
trum, and

(d) we will build on viscosity to conjecture about declarative and imperative
process modeling languages with respect to maintainability.

3 The Declarative-Imperative Spectrum

Given the insights from programming language research, this section analyzes to
what extent an analogy can be established between procedural and declarative
programming and respective approaches to process modeling. Section 3.1 elab-
orates on the difference between imperative and declarative programming and
Section 3.2 discusses to which extent the distinction of sequential and circum-
stantial information is appropriate for process modeling.

3.1 Imperative versus Declarative Programming

Assuming that the reader has an intuitive understanding of what an imperative
(or procedural) program is, we approach the topic from the declarative angle.
According to Lloyd “declarative programming involves stating what is to be
computed, but not necessarily how it is to be computed”[22]. Equivalently, in the
terminology of Kowalski’s equation [23] ‘algorithm = logic + control’, it involves
stating the logic of an algorithm (i.e. the knowledge to be used in problem
solving), but not necessarily the control (i.e. the problem-solving strategies).
While the logic component determines the meaning of an algorithm, the control
component only affects its efficiency [23].

Roy and Haridi [24] suggest to use the concept of a state for defining the line
between the two approaches more precisely. Declarative programming is often
referred to as stateless programming as an evaluation works on partial data struc-
tures. In contrast to that, imperative programming is characterized as stateful
programming [24]: a component’s result not only depends on its arguments, but
also on an internal parameter, which is called its “state”. A state is a collection of
values being intermediate results of a desired computation (at a specific point in
time). Roy and Haridi [24] differentiate between implicit (declarative) state and
explicit state. Implicit states only exist in the mind of the programmer without
requiring any support from the computation model. An explicit state in a pro-
cedure, in turn, is a state whose lifetime extends over more than one procedure
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call without being present in the procedure’s arguments. Explicit state is visible
in both the program and the computation model.

3.2 Imperative versus Declarative Process Modeling

Process modeling is not concerned with programs, variables, and values, but aims
at describing processes. In general, a process is a collection of observable actions,
events, or changes of a collection of real and virtual objects. A process modeling
language provides concepts for representing processes. Discussions of declarative
versus imperative process modeling are scarce and so are precise distinctions. A
description is given in Pesic’s PhD thesis [3, p.80]: “[Imperative] models take an
‘inside-to-outside’ approach: all execution alternatives are explicitly specified in
the model and new alternatives must be explicitly added to the model. Declar-
ative models take an ‘outside-to-inside’ approach: constraints implicitly specify
execution alternatives as all alternatives that satisfy the constraints and adding
new constraints usually means discarding some execution alternatives.” Below,
we relate declarative and imperative modeling techniques to the notion of state.

An imperative process modeling language focuses on the aspect of continuous
changes of the process’ objects which allows for two principal, dual views. The
life of each object in the process can be described in terms of its state space by
abstractly formulating the object’s locations in a real or virtual world and its
possibilities to get from one location to another, i.e. state changes. The dual view
is the transition space which abstractly formulates the distinct actions, events,
and changes of the process and how these can possibly succeed each other. Based
on topological considerations of Petri [25], Holt formally constructs a mathemat-
ical framework that relates state space and transition space and embeds it into
the theory of Petri nets [26]. Holt deducts that Petri net places (or states in
general) act as “grains in space” while Petri net transitions (or steps in general)
act as “grains in time” providing dedicated concepts for structuring the spatial
and the temporal aspect of a process. A directed flow-relation defines pre- and
post-places of transitions, and corresponding pre- and post-transitions of places.
Thus, in a Petri net model, beginning at any place (state) or transition, the
modeler can choose and follow a continuous forward trajectory in the process
behavior visiting more places (states of objects) and transitions. This interpre-
tation positions Petri nets as a clear imperative process modeling language.

A declarative process modeling language focuses on the logic that governs the
overall interplay of the actions and objects of a process. It provides concepts to
describe key qualities of objects and actions, and how the key qualities of different
objects and actions relate to each other in time and space. This relation can be
arbitrary and needs not be continuous; it shall only describe the logic of the
process. In this sense, a declarative language only describes what the essential
characteristics of a process are while it is insensitive to how the process works.
For instance, a possible key quality of a process can be that a specific action
is “just being executed”. Formalizing this quality as a predicate ranging over a
set of actions, one can use the temporal logic LTL to model how executions of
actions relate to each other over time. The logical implication thereby acts as the
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connective between cause and effect: Each action is executed a specific number of
times (e.g. at least once, at most three times); the execution of one action requires
a subsequent execution of some other action (at some point); the execution of
two given actions is mutually exclusive; etc. Thereby state and step are not
explicated in the model, but they are constructed when interpreting predicates
and formulas. This kind of description relies on an open-world assumption leaving
room for how the process’ changes are continuously linked to each other. Any
behavior that satisfies the model is a valid behavior of the process. This approach
was formalized for modeling processes in the language ConDec [30].

The probably most notable difference between imperative and declarative
modeling is how a given behavior can be classified as satisfying a model or not. In
an imperative model, the behavior must be reconstructible from the description
by finding a continuous trajectory that looks exactly like the given behavior
or corresponds to it in a smooth way. For instance, the linear runs of a Petri
net are not explicitly visible in the net’s structure, but states and steps can be
mapped to places and transitions preserving predecessor and successor relations.
In a declarative model, all requirements must be satisfied by the given behavior;
there is no smooth correspondence required between behavior and model.

The reason for this difference between imperative and declarative modeling
is the degree to which these paradigms make states and transitions explicit. An
imperative process model like a Petri nets explicitly denotes states or transitions
or both and their direct predecessor-successor relations. Thus enabled transitions
and successor states can be computed locally from a given state or transition;
runs can be constructed inductively. In a declarative model like an LTL formula
states and transitions are implicitly characterized by the predicates and the
temporal constraints over these predicates. Any set of states and transitions
that are “sufficiently distinct” and relate to each other “sufficiently correct” are
a valid interpretation of the model. This prohibits a construction of runs, but
allows for characterizing states and transitions as satisfying or not.

Despite these differences, declarative and imperative models can be precisely
related to each other. While a direct transformation of declarative models into
well-conceivable imperative models implies overhead, the resulting imperative
model is operational and allows for executing declarative ones [30].

4 Propositions

Having elaborated on the characteristics of imperative and declarative process
modeling languages, this section aims to discuss the notion of process change in
the context of both imperative and declarative process modeling languages.

Process change is the transformation of an initial process model S to a new
process model S′ by applying a set of change operations. A change operation
modifies the initial process model by altering the set of activities and their order
relations [27]. For imperative process models typical change primitives are add
node, add edge, delete node or delete edge [28]. In turn, for declarative process
modeling languages like ConDec typical change primitives are add activity, add
constraint, delete activity or delete constraint [29].
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To conduct such a change to a process model the process designer 1.) needs
to determine which changes have to be made to the model (i.e., to identify
the necessary change operations) and 2.) apply the respective changes to the
process model. Consequently, the effort needed to perform a particular process
model change is on the one hand determined by the cognitive load to determine
which changes have to be made to the model, which is a comprehension and
sense-making task. On the other hand, the effort covers the number of edit
operations required to conduct these changes, which is an action task. While the
cognitive load is largely related to understandability issues of process models [4],
the second issue can be related to the viscosity dimension of the CDF.

For the remainder, we explore to what extent repetitive viscosity and knock-
on viscosity – the theoretical constructs from CDF – may apply to process model
changes by discussing some well-chosen examples. Since we cannot hope to cover
all existing process modeling notations, we restrict ourselves to two notations
that seem characteristic for the poles of the imperative-declarative spectrum.
For the imperative side we refer to workflow nets, a Petri net variant. For the
declarative side, we refer to ConDec.

4.1 Repetitive Viscosity

The effect of repetitive viscosity can be measured in terms of the process edit
distance of the initial process model S and the new process model S′. This is the
minimum number of operations needed to transform S to S′ [27]. Siddiqi defines
repetitive viscosity exactly along these lines [21].

Fig. 2 shows a simple business process comprising five distinct activities which
are all to be executed exactly once in arbitrary order. The respective process is
both modeled in an imperative manner using the workflow net notation and
in a declarative manner using ConDec. Let us assume that this business pro-
cess should be modified such that an additional activity F is inserted in parallel
to the 5 already existing activities. To implement this change in the impera-
tive process model seven change primitives are required (add node (3x), add
add edge (4x)). The modification in the declarative model, in turn, requires 2
change primitives (add activity and add cardinality constraint). Consequently,
repetitive viscosity for this particular change is lower for the declarative process
model compared to its imperative counterpart. Consider another change scenario
where an additional activity G should be inserted directly after activities A-E. For
the imperative process model this change is relatively easy and only requires 4
change primitives (add node (2x) and add edge (2x)). For the declarative model
this change turns out to be more complicated needing 7 change primitives (add
activity, add cardinality constraint, and add precedence constraint (5x) – each
of A-E “must precede G”). For this change repetitive viscosity is lower for the
imperative process model compared to the declarative process model.

Obviously, tool support plays a fundamental role in reducing repetitive vis-
cosity. To foster process changes and to hide the complexity from the end users
adaptive process management systems like ADEPT combine change primitives
to high-level change operations [28,9]. Obviously, the usage of high-level change
operations (often referred to as change patterns) reduces repetitive viscosity.
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1 1 1 1 1

Declarative Process Model
(ConDec)

Imperative Process Model
(Workflow Net)

A B C D E

1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 2. Process Change: Imperative versus Declarative

However, our focus is to investigate the differences between different process
modeling languages and we consequently consider change primitives only.

4.2 Knock-on Viscosity

Knock-on viscosity, in turn, becomes relevant when a particular process change
entails further actions to restore consistency [6]. In the context of process model
changes the deletion of an activity might require additional modifications to en-
sure data availability. In addition, changes of an activity interface might require
changes of other activities as well. At this stage we abstract from the observation
that higher coupling of activities in a model might result in a higher knock-on
viscosity (see [12]), and focus on general language features.

Assume that activity B should be moved behind activity C in Fig. 2. In the
ConDec model, this only involves adding a precedence constraint. In the workflow
net, on the other hand, this operation requires several knock-on operations. Once
B is connected with the path behind C there are different clean-up deletions to be
made, e.g. deleting the place p5 that served as a precondition to B. Apparently,
ConDec is more robust to such clean-up actions that relate to knock-on viscosity.

Altogether, we can conclude that the process edit distance implied by a change
requirement is a major factor for viscosity. We have discussed that the set of
change operations offered by the modeling environment has a significant impact
on this edit distance. At this stage, we have considered elementary change op-
erations, e.g. adding or deleting nodes and edges in a workflow net. We have
noted that these elementary change operations seem to imply less knock-on vis-
cosity for ConDec models. Furthermore, it might be reasonable to discuss types
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of changes within the sequential and circumstantial spectrum that Gilmore and
Green find relevant for understanding [5]. Here, we call a change requirement
as sequential if an activity has to be added or moved before or behind another
activity. A circumstantial change requirement involves adding or moving an ac-
tivity such that a general behavioral constraint is satisfied. We hypothesize that
sequential changes to a workflow net are rather easy, but circumstantial ones
are much more difficult. Indeed, it is often not easy to determine whether a cir-
cumstantial change (add A such that it is exclusive to C and concurrent to D)
is possible at all. For ConDec we assume both types of operations being rather
similar regarding the level of ease. This leads to our propositions:

– H1: Circumstantial changes are more difficult to apply to a business process
modeled as a workflow net than sequential changes.

– H2: Circumstantial changes and sequential changes are equally difficult to
apply to a business process modeled in ConDec.

– H3: Sequential changes are more difficult to apply in a business process
modeled in ConDec than when modeled as a workflow net.

– H4: Circumstantial changes are more difficult to apply in a business process
modeled as a workflow net that when modeled in ConDec.

Recall that at the start of this section we have distinguished for process changes
a phase of sense-making, the cognitive task, and a phase of actually performing
a number of change operations, which is an action task. Since there is no under-
standing of the relative importance of both phases in applying process changes
or their exact interaction, we aim to study these phases isolated from each other
to the best of our ability.

We have discussed the aspects of understandability in an earlier paper [4],
which arguably affect the first phase. Because our interest in this paper is with
the second part of process change, the action task, we explicitly prefer to deter-
mine the presence or absence of the hypothesized differences in terms of measures
that do not relate to time. After all, the overall modification time is affected by
the duration of both phases. Rather, we prefer to rely on the number of errors
that are induced by applying a change, assuming that a higher number of change
primitives will inevitably lead to more mistakes.

Additionally, since it is impossible to rule out that sense-making is an impor-
tant matter during the action task, we will prepare our experimental set-up such
that we can control for differences in the understanding of the same business
process modeled in the two notations under consideration. For example, we can
use control questions on the understanding of the models before actual process
changes are requested. By taking these measures, we hope to arrive at the best
possible understanding of differences in the actual change effort that the different
notations require from modelers in case of modifications.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a set of propositions that relate to the maintainabil-
ity of process modeling languages. Specifically, these propositions focus on the
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distinction between declarative and imperative languages, formulating relative
strengths and weaknesses of both paradigms. The most important theoretical
foundation for these propositions is the cognitive dimensions framework includ-
ing the results that are established for programming languages.

This paper is characterized by a number of limitations. First of all, there
is a strong reliance on similarities between process modeling languages on the
one hand and programming languages on the other. Differences between both
ways of abstract expression may render some of our inferences untenable. At
this point, however, we do not see a more suitable source of inspiration nor any
strong counter arguments. Another limitation that is worth mentioning is that
this paper primarily focuses on the effect the selection of the process modeling
language has on maintainability of process models. However, resistance to change
is also affected by the tools used for modification.

As follows from the nature of this paper, the next step is to challenge the
propositions with an empirical investigation. We intend to develop a set of ex-
periments that will involve human modelers carrying out a set of modification
tasks on process models. Such tasks will involve both repetitive and knock-on
viscosity including more and less declarative (imperative) languages. The coop-
eration of various academic partners facilitates extensive testing and replication
of such experiments. Ideally, this empirical investigation will lead to an informed
voice in the ongoing debate on the superiority of process modeling languages.
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